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Ein paar Antworten, Hinweise und Zitate
zu Anfragen zur Pferdeevolution
Cologne 12 February 2019
Wolf-Ekkehard Lönnig
To Sarah H., Irvine, California
On 22 January 2018, I commented on the case of the Horses, which you mentioned:
".....Stephen Jay Gould acknowledged that “transitions between major groups are
characteristically abrupt.”4 The high frequency of this pattern of abrupt appearance —
especially for “major groups” — is a major omission by Pearson that should have been
corrected. In response to the reviewer, Pearson cited the classic example of supposed gradual
evolution: the horse series. Pearson admits this series shows both punctuated and gradual
change, but Gould and Eldredge note that horse evolution really fits under a predominantly
punc eeq model:
Prothero and Shubin have shown that the most ‘firmly’ gradual is tic part of the horse lineage (the
general, and false, exemplar of gradualism in its totality), the Oligocene transition from Mesohippus to
Miohippus, conforms to punctuated equilibrium, with stasis in all species of both lines, transition by rapid
branching rather than phyletic transformation, and stratigraphic overlap of both genera (one set of beds
in Wyoming has yielded three species of Mesohippus and two of Miohippus, all contemporaries).
Prothero and Shubin conclude: “This is contrary to the widely-held myth about horse species as
gradualistically-varying parts of a continuum, with no real distinctions between species. Throughout the
history of horses, the species are well-marked and static over millions of years. At high resolution, the
gradualistic picture of horse evolution becomes a complex bush of overlapping, closely related species.”5

Thus, a very strong case can be made that the Pearson textbook seriously understates the
frequency of punctuated equilibrium (i.e., stasis followed by abrupt appearance of new forms,
especially major groups). Though it does mention the “punc eq” model, it should not state that
abrupt appearance only happens “now and then.”
Well, "....the Oligocene transition from Mesohippus to Miohippus, conforms to punctuated
equilibrium..." Thus, abrupt appearances instead of gradual transitions/phyletic transformations
- the putative "transitions" mentioned above appear to be nothing but evolutionary deductions.
https://evolutionnews.org/2014/01/millers_biology/
Other articles:
https://evolutionnews.org/2011/10/fact-checking_wikipedia_on_com_1/
http://www.scienceagainstevolution.org/v6i5f.htm
Much more could be said about this topic.
Concerning the case of the horses, which you mentioned, I wrote to you on 29 January 2018:
And on 29 January 2018 I partially repeated:
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".....Stephen

Jay Gould acknowledged that “transitions between major groups are
characteristically abrupt.”4 The high frequency of this pattern of abrupt appearance —
especially for “major groups” — is a major omission by Pearson that should have been
corrected.
In response to the reviewer, Pearson cited the classic example of supposed gradual evolution:
the horse series. Pearson admits this series shows both punctuated and gradual change, but
Gould and Eldredge note that horse evolution really fits under a predominantly punc eq model:
Prothero and Shubin have shown that the most ‘firmly’ gradual is tic part of the horse lineage
(the general, and false, exemplar of gradualism in its totality), the Oligocene transition from
Mesohippus to Miohippus, conforms to punctuated equilibrium, with stasis in all species of both
lines, transition by rapid branching rather than phyletic transformation, and stratigraphic
overlap of both genera (one set of beds in Wyoming has yielded three species of Mesohippus
and two of Miohippus, all contemporaries). Prothero and Shubin conclude: “This is contrary to
the widely-held myth about horse species as gradualistically-varying parts of a continuum,
with no real distinctions between species. Throughout the history of horses, the species are
well-marked and static over millions of years. At high resolution, the gradualistic picture of
horse evolution becomes a complex bush of overlapping, closely related species.”5
Thus, a very strong case can be made that the Pearson textbook seriously understates the
frequency of punctuated equilibrium (i.e., stasis followed by abrupt appearance of new
forms, especially major groups). Though it does mention the “punc eq” model, it should not
state that abrupt appearance only happens “now and then.”
Well, "....the Oligocene transition from Mesohippus to Miohippus, conforms to punctuated equilibrium..." Thus,
abrupt appearances instead of gradual transitions/phyletic transformations - the putative "transitions" mentioned
above appear to be nothing but evolutionary deductions.
https://evolutionnews.org/2014 /01/millers_biology/
Other articles:
https://evolutionnews.org/2011 /10/fact-checking_wikipedia_ on_com_1/
http://www.scienceagainstevolu tion.org/v6i5f.htm
Much more could be said about this topic.

Now, I have photographed an excellent scientific critique on horse evolution:
See, and check please carefully the next pages:
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Der Text oben aus: Symposium on Creation III. Edited by Donald W. Patten (1971; pp. 68-85).
Baker Book House. Grand Rapids, Michigan.

Nachträge 17. März 2021
Siehe die folgenden Seiten.
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Im Folgenden der Originaltext aus Heribert Nilsson (1953, pp. 551-554):
Synthetische Artbildung Band I. Verlag CWK Gleerup
(hier nur kurz abfotogarfiert; die Anmerkungen in Text und auf der Abbildung sind von mir vor etwa 50 Jahren gemacht worden.)
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Am 10 März 2021 fragte mich mein Freund Wilfried S., Kassel, u.a.: „Mein Enkel … soll im Bio Unterricht einen Aufsatz über die angebliche
Evolution des Pferdes schreiben und seinen Kommentar dazu geben. Hast du etwas an Argumenten … die er verwenden könnte?“
Meine Antwort war u.a.: „Evolution der Pferde“ (kurz abfotografiert) aus Reinhard Junker und Siegfried Scherer (2006): EVOLUTION Ein
kritisches Lehrbuch (pp. 249-252). Weyel BIOLOGIE. 6., aktualisierte und erweiterte Auflage. Weyel Lehrmittelverlag Gießen.
Es gibt inzwischen eine 7. Auflage (2013), die mir jedoch nicht zur Verfügung stand. Zur neuesten Auflage siehe
http://www.evolutionslehrbuch.info/
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Nachtrag (18. März 2021):
Stephen Jay Gould (1990, p. 36): Wonderful Life. Norton Paperback.
W. W. Norton & Company. New York.
“Consider the great warhorse of tradition - the evolutionary ladder of horses themselves
(figure 1.14). To be sure [I am not so sure for the facts and argument cited above;
annotation by W.-E.L.], an unbroken evolutionary connection does link Hyracotherium
(formerly called Eohippus) to modern Equus. And, yes again, modern horses are bigger,
with fewer toes and higher crowned teeth. But Hyracotherium-Equus is not a ladder,
or even a central lineage. This sequence is but one labyrinthine pathway among
thousands on a complex bush. This particular route has achieved prominence for just one
ironic reason - because all other twigs are extinct. Equus is the only twig left, and hence
the tip of a ladder in our false iconography. Horses have become the classic example of
progressive evolution because their bush has been so unsuccessful. We never grant proper
acclaim to the real triumphs of mammalian evolution. Whoever hears a story about the
evolution of bats, antelopes, or rodents - the current champions of mammalian life? We tell
no such tales because we cannot linearize the bounteous success of these creatures into our
favored ladder. They present us with thousands of twigs on a vigorous bush.
Need I remind everyone that at least one other lineage of mammals, especially dear to
our hearts for parochial reasons, shares with horses both the topology of a bush with one
surviving twig, and the false iconography of a march to progress? [W.-E. L.: See, however:
The Evolution of Man: What do We Really Know? Testing the Theories of Gradualism,
Saltationism and Intelligent Design http://www.weloennig.de/HumanEvolution.pdf]
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In a second great error, we may abandon the ladder and acknowledge the branching
character of evolutionary lineages, yet still portray the tree of life in a conventional manner
chosen to validate our hopes for predictable progress.” [Emphasis added]
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